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I. Introduction

    Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) is a number of physical and mental defects which develop in some unborn babies
 when the mother consumes too much alcohol during a pregnancy.   A child born with FAS in extreme cases can be
 seriously handicapped, which is to say that they would have to have special care throughout life. Some common
 symptoms of FAS are growth deficiencies, facial abnormalities, organ deformities, and central nervous system
 handicaps. (P. Armstrong, 1994) The alcohol is absorbed into a pregnant woman’s bloodstream and therefore gets
 circulated to the fetus by crossing the placenta. Alcohol interferes with the ability of the fetus to receive the necessary
 nutrients and oxygen in order for cell development throughout the body.  This syndrome can be studied with chick
 embryos because they have a similar development to humans. Ethanol exposure is estimated to severely affect 1 in
 1000 human births and to have lesser or associated effects in 3-4 in 1000 human births. (Yoder and Zagory, 2004)
 Chick embryos are a good way to study this process because although life is precious no matter what species, a chick’s
 life is less valuable than a human life.  By using a similar organism to humans and exposing the organism to alcohol we
 can learn a lot because the development of a chick is very similar to a humans.  I am testing that the brain development
 in embryonic chick is impeded by acute alcohol exposure. Specifically I am measuring the closest distance from the eye
 to the oculomotor nerve which is a nerve found in the midbrain of a chick. This nerve can be seen throughout the
 developmental process and it present at stages as early as day four.
     
     Many processes in the body are affected by alcohol. The first symptom of FAS is growth deficiency. A baby will
 develop slower than a normal baby and will not be able to catch up in development.  There are also skeletal deformities
 in such area’s as the ribs and sternum. Babies tend to have curved spines or dislocated hips.  Some have bent, fused,
 webbed or missing fingers and toes. (R. Smith, 1994) Facial abnormalities include small eye openings, webbing
 between the eyes and at the base of the nose and drooping eyelids.  Most of the features of the face tend to have
 abnormalities including having a opening the roof of the mouth and babies tend to have abnormally small jaws in
 general.  Some organs that are especially affected by the syndrome are heart, genitals, and kidneys.  The Central
 Nervous System is affected by alcohol as well, in such ways as in brain size, the arrangement of brain cells and
 connective tissue, mental retardation, learning disabilities, short attention span, hyperactivity in childhood, and poor
 body, hand, and finger coordination. (R. Smith, 1994) From this experiment one will be able to see and measure similar
 abnormalities in chick embryos and learn more about the syndrome and what specific processes the alcohol affects.  If
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 alcohol is added to the embryo, then one will be able to observe abnormalities in comparison to the normally
 developing embryo (the control); these abnormalities will be more apparent as the chick develops.

  

 

II. Materials and Methods

    The set up of the experiment was to have six eggs which were explanted into six individual weigh boats.  Two were
 controls, which means that the embryos were not  exposed to any alcohol. Two were exposed to a mild amount of
 alcohol (0.002%) on Day 1 and the two remaining embryos were exposed to a high dosage of alcohol (0.02%) on Day 1
 as well. All six explanted embryos were put into the incubator for 7 Days. Measurements and pictures were taken every
 twenty four hours for the full 7 days. Everyday I measured all embryos and took pictures at each concentration. In order
 to set up the experiment on Day 0 I explanted all six embryos and labeled them accordingly.  I cleaned my lab bench
 top using paper towels and seventy percent ethyl alcohol. This provided a sterile area to work.  I kept the area as clean
 as possible. Next I collected the tools that I needed which were: one pair of forceps (clean with alcohol), six weigh
 boats, and six Petri-dishes with covers.  I did one explant at a time. I disinfected each egg by wiping it gently with
 seventy percent ethanol . I let the egg air dry standing its wide end down in the egg tray, which causes the yolk to rotate
 so the embryo faces the egg’s narrow end, away from the air space in the wide end of the egg.
     
     Then I tilted the egg vertical so the wide end was on top where the air space was.  I slowly chipped with forceps  at
 the top of the shell until  I broke it.  I slowly removed pieces until a big enough opening was made so the egg yolk
 could come out of the shell easily. The space was as big as the air space is. I held the egg low over the Petri-dish and
 turned it until the narrow end was on top. Using the forceps I made a tiny hole in the top of the egg shell.  This allowed
 air to go into the top of the egg making a vacuum so it would pull the yolk right out of the shell into the weigh boat. 
 Next I added 0.5 mL Tyrode’s solution with penicillin and streptomycin to all of the six weigh boats using a sterile
 syringe and then replaced the syringe for reuse. To the embryo exposed to the high dosage of ethanol I added 0.5 mL of
 2.0 % alcohol to the boat and the final percentage of the embryo was 0.02% due to the volume of the egg. To two more
 of the explanted embryos I added a 0.5 mL  of 0.2 % alcohol to get a final percent ethanol  0.002 %, which means these
 were the embryos exposed to the low dosage of ethanol. Due to the volume of the embryo, 50 mL, the initial
 concentration of ethanol was diluted changing the percentages from 2.0% to 0.02% (high dosage) and 0.2% to 0.002%
(low dosage).   All embryos were labeled with the final percentage of ethanol. The last two embryos had no alcohol
 added to them so they were labeled “controlled.” After all six embryos were explanted and labeled properly they were
 put into the incubator. At the end of the explanting process I had two controlled, two 0.02% and  two 0.002%. 
 Everyday I came back to the lab and took each embryo out and measured my specific region of growth that I was
 testing and took a picture for every concentration.  In order to look at the embryos and photograph each of them I used
 a Dage-MTI DC 200 digital microscope and Adobe Photoshop.  From the pictures taken by the Dage-MTI DC 200 I
 saved them and then opened them on Adobe Photoshop and selected the length I wanted and then converted the pixels
 to mm to find the actual distance of the embryo.  This is a very easy and effective way to have precise results. I started
 collecting data on Day 1 and made daily observation.  (P. Armstrong, 1994)

  

 

III. Results

     From the data collected over each two-week period my results varied.  In the first trial, the batch of eggs were in
 good condition therefore I accumulated interpretable results however the two ethanol concentrated embryo’s all died
 after day five. This gave me only two days of results where I had data for every concentration. I collaborated with
 Melissa Lozano as well as with Natalie Shelton and Maya Wolf-Pollina to show the development of the embryos at
 days four and five in order to support my hypothesis.  The data obtained was all preliminary data which when put
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 together provided conclusive analysis of the development of the embryo over time.  The results I obtained from the
 experiment were a total of eight measured distances from the eye to the oculomotor nerve.  This data collected was
 from the pictures taken over the period of a week  and taking each picture and opening it through Adobe Photoshop and
 selecting the specific distance.  From this distance which is in pixels I converted the pixels to mm.   In order to convert
 the pixels to mm I had to take a picture of a ruler at every magnification and see how many mm were in the dimension
 of the image when using the Dage-MTI DC 200 microscope. Specifically how many millimeters fit across the frame. 
 From this I could calculate how many pixels were in one millimeter at different magnifications. These data points are
 from day four and day five where I have the measured distance in all three concentrations. After day five, both
 concentrations of ethanol, 0.002% and 0.02% died. The control embryo lived until day 7. Therefore, one can see the
 development of the brain over a two day period and the effects of the alcohol in Figure 1.  In Figure 2 you can see the
 growth rate of the controlled embryo over a four day period and see how it compares to the two ethanol exposed
 embryos in the two day period. 

               

 Figure 1 - In the figure one can see over a period of two days the development 
 in the midbrain of the embryo's in each concentration.  In comparison to the 
 control embryo the ethanol affected embryos are developing more slowly.
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               Figure 2.  In the figure one can see the growth rate in the last four days of life in the control.  The 0.02% and
 the

            0.002% concentrations died after Day 5.  One can see how fast the growth of the embryo was after Day 5 and
             compare it to the growth rate of the two concentrations.

    In reference to Fig 1 the control growth rate is much more extreme than the two embryo’s exposed to ethanol.  The
 growth rate in the two ethanol concentrations, as one can see by the slope of the line in these two concentrations, is
 much lower than the controls growth rate. The 0.002% concentration has a greater slope than the 0.02 % concentration
 suggesting that the higher concentration of the ethanol in the embryo results in slower the development of the brain.
     
     In trial one I was able to accumulate data using my data points as well as other peoples images to make a conclusion
 about ethanol that supports my hypothesis. However, in trail two all of the embyro’s died.  All egg yolks broke during
 the explanting process therefore making it very difficult to find the embryo and to measure it.  In most of the embryos
 we couldn’t find the embryo or the embryo died during the explanting process.  
     
     In trial one I was able to capture images that show the developmental growth of the brain by measuring the distance
 from the oculomotor nerve to the eye and compare the results found over the two day period and compare them.  In
 order to compare the sizes of the embryos in all of the images below I have chosen to measure the length of the head
 region down to the bottom of the wing bud.              

 Example Picture:
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 Area across the embryo is the region being measured in all image below.

Day 4 Pictures

 
Control - Figure 3. Body length of area is 3.3mm. This is an image of a 
 normal developing embryo.
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 0.002% ethanol - Fig 4.  Length of area being measured is 2.4mm. 
 Compare to Figure 3 and note the differences in brain size embryo is 
 exposed to low concentrations on ethanol.

 
 0.02% Figure 5 - Embry is exposed to the highest concentration of ethanol.  Area being measured is 
 1.5 mm.  Compare Figure 5 to both Figure 3 and Figure 4.  The effects of the alcohol are most extreme
 in this embryo.

 Day 5
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 Control Figure 6 - Embry is exposed to no alcohol.  Area being 
 measured is 6.07mm in the image.

 
 0.002% Figure 7 - Embryo is exposed to low concentrations of alcohol.  In comparison to figure six one 
 can see how the alcohol is affecting the development processes throughout the body.  Measured area is
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 3.5mm long.

 
0.02% Fig 8. – Embryo is exposed to highest amount of ethanol.  The brain in this embryo is much more
 distorted when comparing to the two figures above.  Length is measured as 2.2mm. 

  

IV. Discussion and Conclusions
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In this experiment the effects of alcohol were observed at two concentrations over a period of seven days in a chick
 embryo and were compared to the results of a normally developed embryo.  It was hypothesized that if the embryo was
 exposed to the high concentration of ethanol, 0.02%, than the results would be a smaller brain and craniofacial
 abnormalities in comparison to the control. The measured distance was from the eye to the oculomotor nerve, which
 was found in most of the images taken throughout the experiment. In this experiment the oculormotor nerve was the
 structure measured due to the easy nature of being able to find it in most of the pictures and the nerve is also found in
 the biggest portion  of the brain, the midbrain, which is what is being studied in this experiment. Preliminary data was
 gathered by using the observed data over the week period as well as other experimentalist data (i.e. collaborators
 pictures) to support the hypothesis.  The conclusive results supported the hypothesis through the comparisons of the
 graphs.  Therefore, it is concluded that the higher the concentration of ethanol induced on the chick embryo results in a
 smaller brain in comparison to a normally developing embryo.  In addition to having a smaller brain in comparison to
 the controlled embryo, the ethanol exposed embryos also has craniofacial abnormalities as well as smaller limbs and
 organs.
     
     The images collected from other experimentalist and the data represented in the graphs all support the hypothesis that
 the quantity of abnormalities  increase as the concentration of alcohol increases. The graphs compare the results of both
 concentrations over a two-day period therefore when comparing all three concentration it was quite apparent how the
 ethanol affected the growth in the brain in the mild and the high concentrations compared to the control, as seen in
 Figure 1. The ethanol is not only affecting the growth of the embryo as a whole by also the survival rate of the
 embryos.  As one can see in Figure 2 after day five both of the ethanol exposed embryos died whereas the normal
 embryo lived until day seven. One can see the growth pattern that a normal embryo would take in Figure 2.  In
 comparing the slope of the line in the control to the slopes in both of the ethanol exposed embryos one can see that the
 slope in the control is much more drastic than both concentrations which indicates how the ethanol affected the growth. 
 This means that the alcohol is  decreasing the growth rate over a period of time.
     
     The results that compose the graphs ( Figures 1 and 2) are taken from the first trial in the experiment.  As one can see
 from the Fig 2 graph after day seven all embryos died. In trial two of the experiment none of the embryo survived after
 day one.  This extremely high death rate could have been a result of many factors including poor transportation of the
 eggs, poor quality of the eggs, or the eggs could have been produced in an unhealthy environment. 
     
     Due to the lack of data and survival rate of the chicks the data presented is not very convincing. Other researchers
 who performed studies of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome using chick embryos had a similar result that was found in this
 study. A similar study was done at Swarthmore College and the experimentalist were Adam Yoder and Jessica Zagory
 who found when looking at the effects of ethanol on day 14  saw a major difference between the body size as well as
 the head diameter between the ethanol exposed embryos and the control. They also looked at the body of the embryo
 and showed the data through a graph that illustrated a decrease in mass as the ethanol dose increased. These
 experimentalist only induced one dose of ethanol in the experiment on the embryos similarity to what was done in this
 experiment therefore the data presented in their results is pertinent to the studied structure in this experiment because
 the conditions were similar and they were studying the head diameter which is directly correlated to the brain size.  The
 results found by Zagory and Yoder supports the hypothesis that when an embryo is exposed to a high concentration of
 ethanol a smaller brain and well as abnormalities will be a result.  
     
     The data represented in the experiment is a reflection of how Fetal alcohol syndrome affects human embryos.  It has
 been demonstrated that the effect of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome in chick models are comparable to those in humans due to
 the similarity in development, the chick embryos serve as valuable models to examine the effects of alcohol on organ
 and tissue development throughout the body.
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 I also used Natalie Shelton and Maya Wolf-Pollina pictures in Figures 3, 5, and 7
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